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CLIMATE CHANGE 
22 June 2006

Gore roars for junk 'science' 

Todd Neff's review of Al Gore's "An Inconvenient Truth" claims that "Gore's science is solid." On the contrary, while Gore's selected imagery is solid, his "science" is junk. 

Gore says his mentor was prominent oceanographer Richard Revelle, a pioneering climate change scientist. Inconveniently for Gore, Revelle fundamentally disagreed with Gore's conclusions; but conveniently for Gore, Revelle can disavow them only from the grave. An account of Gore's attempted suppression of his views is in "The Revelle-Gore Story: Attempted Political Suppression of Science," available at www.hoover.org. 

Several prominent climate change scientists who disavow Gore's conclusions are cited in www.canadafreepress.com/2006/harris061206.htm. One is professor Bob Carter, of the Marine Geophysical Laboratory at James Cook University in Australia: "Gore's circumstantial arguments are so weak that they are pathetic. It is simply incredible that they, and his film, are commanding public attention." Another is Carleton University paleoclimatologist professor Tim Patterson: "There is no meaningful correlation between CO2 levels and Earth's temperature over this [geologic] time frame. In fact, when CO2 levels were over 10 times higher than they are now, about 450 million years ago, the planet was in the depths of the absolute coldest period in the last half billion years." 

Professor Patterson also asserted that there is excellent correlation between global mean temperature and changes in solar energy output. 

A very few climate-change scientists can make such heretical statements because they are not beholden to politically correct government organizations for grants and are free to speak the truth as they see it. Most such scientists are in the opposite ("inconvenient") position, much like scientists on tobacco payrolls a few years ago who said they could find no evidence that smoking caused cancer. 

Gore's movie is a true scam. Don't be fooled. 

JACK RUDD
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
SCIENCE 
June 25, 2006
Critic fails to grasp how it works 
I am Director of INSTAAR, an Earth and environmental systems institute. INSTAAR is CU's oldest research institute, one of our nation's largest and most respected centers for the study on how the Earth operates. Our 300 members offer expertise from all the main fields of science and engineering; our findings are well cited and generate much press. 
Jack Rudd's June 22 Open Forum letter attacking climate-change science indicates little understanding on how science works. 
He believes that there is a pre-determined message that must be followed by researchers in order to receive research funds. He believes that those who question climate-change science are akin to the former naysayers of the tobacco industry. Nothing is further from the truth. 
Mr. Rudd suggests that prominent climate-change scientists, such as Dr. Bob Carter of Australia's James Cook University, are fighting the good fight, challenging the widely accepted doctrine of climate change. 
First, I know Bob Carter and he is no climate-change expert. All scientists have opinions, but opinions carry little weight in science. When a scientist accumulates data from experiments, observations, and surveys, he or she writes a peer-reviewed paper and submits it to a respected technical journal. Reviewers pore over the submission, sometimes challenging the veracity of the premise or methods, uncertainty in the data, or its conclusions. 
These reviews may get the paper rejected, or lead to its revision, re-review and finally publication. Once published, other experts are free to publish a discussion on the study, or devise experiments to challenge the original study. 
Thousands of peer-reviewed studies collectively provide the overwhelming body of evidence on the science of global warming, causing the 40,000 members of the American Geophysical Union to issue such a decree to the National Academy of Science and to the public. 
Scientists on the periphery of the global warming topic may indeed hold contrary opinions, as the subject is complex and difficult for all of us. If I, or members of INSTAAR, could show that human-introduced greenhouse gases were not responsible for our present trend in global warming, we would have no hesitation in doing so. 
Science is not a game of opinions and beliefs. It is a world of ideas, questions and experiments, and the tedious collection of data and evidence. 
JAMES P.M. SYVITSKI
 
Director , INSTAAR, Boulder 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

GLOBAL WARMING 
June 30, 2006

Climate change is within Earth norms

Dr Syvitski,  discussing the vexed issue of global warming as represented in Mr Al Gore’s recent film (Letters, June 25), asserts that I am “no climate-change expert”. 

If by that he means that I am neither a meteorologist, climatologist or a computer modeller, then he is right. Rather, I am a geologist who studies climate change over the long-haul, i.e. periods of hundreds to thousands to millions of years. I  therefore deal with the hard empirical data that give necessary context for the trivially short instrumental record of about 150 years on which much global warming scaremongering is based. The geological data demonstrate that earth’s climate has always changed, as it manifestly continues to do. The data also show that the gentle temperature changes that occurred during the 20th century took place at a rate, and reached a warming magnitude, that fell well within previous natural limits. 

This is not to say that the meteorological data are unimportant. For instance, fascinating official temperature figures from the Climate Research Unit (U.K.) show that the late 20th century phase of gentle warming reached a peak in 1998, and that global average temperature has not increased since. Strange that, for throughout those same seven years our societies have continued to aid the greening of the planet by beneficial carbon dioxide emission. Yet the IPCC’s deterministic computer models continue to insist that dangerous warming should be underway, caused by those same naughty emissions. 

That the virtual realities of the computer models are in conflict with empirical data tells us that the models are defective. Yet it is on such models that Mr Gore rests his otherwise weak and circumstantial scare story.

I know and respect Jim Syvitski as an excellent scientist. He comments that “science is not a game of opinions and beliefs”. I agree, and it follows that matters of science are not determined by voting. What 40,000 members of the American Geophysical Union may have been misrepresented as saying is not the point. What is required is not polls of scientists, nor religious observance of the creed of human-caused global warming, but dispassionate critical analysis of empirical data that reflect past climates, accompanied by careful observation and interpretation of modern climate processes. Does that sound like a mission-statement for INSTAAR?

All of which is why the glossy propaganda film “An Inconvenient Truth” should - like its similarly fictitious predecessor “The Day After Tomorrow” - be enjoyed primarily for the craftsmanship of its magnificent visual effects. These are based around science which is really a bit of a giggle to those versed in the dynamic nature and geological history of our planet.

Yours etc.

BOB CARTER
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Professor R.M. Carter, Hon. FRNZ
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